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APPLICATION OF INTRUSION DETECTION SOFTWARE
TO PROTECT TELEMETRY DATA IN OPEN NETWORKED

COMPUTER ENVIRONMENTS.

Jeffrey R. Kalibjian
CounterSign Software, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Over the past few years models for Internet based sharing and selling of telemetry data have been
presented [1] [2] [3] at ITC conferences.  A key element of these sharing/selling architectures was
security.  This element was needed to insure that information was not compromised while in transit or to
insure particular parties had a legitimate right to access the telemetry data.  While the software managing
the telemetry data needs to be security conscious, the networked computer hosting the telemetry data to
be shared or sold also needs to be resistant to compromise.  Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) may be
used to help identify and protect computers from malicious attacks in which data can be compromised.
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INTRODUCTION

Intrusion Detection Systems [4] [5] seek to identify misuse of computer resources by authorized or
unauthorized computer users.  After reviewing key elements of IDS technology, examples will be given
of IDS architectures which might be particularly suited to protect computers hosting large amounts of
telemetry data accessible to the Internet.

INTRUSION DETECTION

While firewalls attempt to prevent unwanted intruders from penetrating a computer system, Intrusion
Detection Systems attempt to identify anomalous behavior from users which have already gained access
or are attempting to gain access to a computer system.  Intrusion Detection Systems [6] [7] are important
because FBI  studies have shown that 80% of all computer attacks come within organizations.  An



intrusion is an action which seeks to compromise a computing resource.  The intrusion may not only
affect the availability of the computing resource, but the services the computer renders.  By definition, if a
computer is penetrated, the integrity of its system files are also at risk.

CATEGORIES OF INTRUSION

There are typically two categories of intrusion: intrusion which seeks to exploit known weaknesses of a
computer operating system, and intrusion which causes a computer system to exceed nominal operating
parameters.  The first type of intrusion can be detected by looking for “tell tale” actions associated with
exploiting the known weakness.  Thus, sensors can be constructed which attempt to “pattern match”
known events which are associated with exploiting such known weaknesses.  The second type of
intrusion is a little  more subtle.  The “steady state” operating environment of the computer system must
be profiled; then,  compared with a current profile.  When the current profile appears anomalous from the
“steady state,” an  intrusion attempt maybe occurring.  Examples of  attributes used to define a “profile”
might be CPU usage, number of users logged in, etc.  Advanced computational techniques such as neural
networks are a good fit for detecting such “out of profile” events.

IMPLEMENTATION

Generally Intrusion Detection Systems are said either to be “host based” or “networked based.”  In a host
based system, operating system audit information is processed by the intrusion detection sensors from a
single computer.  In multi-host based, audit data from multiple computer hosts is used to detect
intrusions.  In a network based system, network traffic data, along with information from several hosts
are processed by ID sensors.  In network based ID, a sensor will typically examine packets looking for i)
suspicious strings (e.g. “cat /etc./passwd”), 2) suspicious or frequently attacked ports (e.g. telnet port 23)
, or 3) incongruous header information.

Generally, sensors will report information back to a monitor (Figure 1).  Typical information sent to a
monitor might be alerts and “heartbeat” information (i.e. information indicating the sensor is still
functioning).  It is generally prudent to encrypt information exchange between the monitor and the
sensors to prevent  compromise of information.  In addition, messages should be authenticated to insure
that an attacker is not sending spurious or false messages to the monitor.
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Figure 1 Typical network based sensor/monitor configuration.

A SENSOR EXAMPLE

An example of a simple host based sensor would be a file integrity checker; that is, a simple program
which can determine if a file has been altered.  Simple checksum algorithms can be used for such
purposes; although more robust hashing algorithms (e.g.. MD5 or SHA-1) will eliminate false positives
the checksum approach will sometimes yield.  It is generally very difficult for someone to penetrate a
system without altering a system file.  Thus, one may set up a sensor that periodically “wakes up” and
hashes (or checksums) key system files and compares the results with secured expected data. The
expected data needs to be secured to prevent and intruder from changing the data to correspond to the
new checksums or hashes of the file(s) they modify!  Typically problems associated with these sensors are
that one needs to remember to modify the expected results whenever system files are legitimately updated
by system administrator personnel.

DECEIVE THE DECIEVER

Another type of intrusion detection sensor is known as a “honeypot.”  In one sense the honeypot is not a
sensor at all; but instead,. a program which simulates a popular network service that is likely to be
attacked.  To the intruder the honeypot looks like a legitimate service, but instead, what it is really doing
is recording all the attackers key strokes.  Thus,  the honeypot can be used to alert system administrative
staff that attacks are occurring, but at the same time record the attack so it can be further studied.

PROBLEMS WITH INTRUSION DETECTION

One of the key problems with network based intrusion detection is packet volume.  All algorithms
employed by sensors take time to execute.  If the number of packets becomes great, the sensors maybe
unable to inspect all packets.  Simple solutions to this problem involve skipping some packets when
volume gets high.  This may not be catastrophic.  If one has a layered intrusion detection architecture, the
skipped packet may end up getting processed by sensors on another network segment.  Also, if one is



running host based intrusion detection, the action the packet induces may be picked up by sensors
running on a host.  There is really no simple solution to the network speed/volume problem; but the
typical approaches to solving it involves deploying intrusion detection resources in a layered fashion and
insuring sensor algorithms are implemented optimally.

Another set of difficulties with intrusion detection involve false positives, and false negatives.  False
positives are when a sensor mistakenly analyzes data and believes a penetration is taking place when it is
really not.  Frequent false positives tend to make system administrators not trust the intrusion detection
software and may cause system administrator personal to act less diligently on certain types of alerts.
False negatives are when a sensor analyzes data and believes it shows no evidence of a penetration
attempt, when, infact, a penetration is or has occurred.  This is also a very dangerous situation because
the false negative can give system administrators a false sense of security (i.e. the system is not being
penetrated, when it really is)   Unfortunately, the system administration personnel may not find out about
the penetration until irreparable damage has been done.

The University of Purdue COAST Laboratory [8] has nicely summarized the characteristics of a good
intrusion detection system:

1) Must run continually without human supervision.
2) Fault tolerant (i.e. can survive system crashes).
3) Must resist being at risk itself for penetration.
4) Must not require much overhead on the systems it is run on.
5) Must observe deviations from normal behavior.
6) Must easily be adapted to new computer environments.
7) Must be able to accommodate changing system behavior over time, without generating false positives
8) Must be difficult to fool.

ID AND OPEN STANDARDS

Currently there are no “official standards” that have been established regarding intrusion detection.
However, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) does have a working group looking into a
common format for intrusion detection alerts .  The early architecture of their work involves abstracting
the alerts utilizing XML and transporting them via HTTP.  The ISO T4 committee has also been rumored
to be working on an intrusion detection framework architecture.

ID ARCHITECTURES ON SYSTEMS HOSTING TELEMTRY DATA

Intrusion Detection Systems are an important tool to use on systems maintaining telemetry data because
the data is a target for attack.  Since the data is the raw material from which analysis and conclusions are
drawn, the compromise of such data makes it potentially attractive for mischievous hackers inside and
outside an organization.



Generally the best defense against computer compromise is to establish a security plan around computer
resources to be protected.  While an in depth discussion of computer security plans are beyond the scope
of this paper; elements of that plan will typically call out for the establishment of firewall and or intrusion
detection  resources.  Organizations typically share telemetry data from particular computer platforms
that may have large associated disk arrays.  Thus, an appropriate intrusion detection strategy in such
situations might be to deploy host based  intrusion detection software.  Observe that while common host
based sensors may check system files for compromise, it would not be out of the question to develop
specific sensors that periodically check the integrity of the telemetry data itself, since the compromise of
such data would be catastrophic.  For companies which employ large arrays of file servers, network based
intrusion detection will also be appropriate (see Figure 2).  In both the network and host based
approaches, sensors will be selected based upon the type of operating system the computers being
protected are running and the typical threat scenarios likely to be run against those computers’ operating
systems when hosting large amounts of data.
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Figure 2. Simple architecture of an Intrusion Detection System deployed to protect telemetry data.

CONCLUSION

Telemetry data hosted in open network environments presents an attractive target  for computer hackers
both inside and outside the organization responsible for the data. A key element in protection of this data
is Intrusion Detection Systems.  Intrusion Detection Systems can be configured to run on specific hosts
or on a local computer network.  It is often deployed both on hosts and on networks to provide for a



layered defense against malicious attack.  With appropriately configured sensors, intrusion detection
technology can be a useful tool in protecting telemetry data  available in open networking environments
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